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last but not least, if you live in one of the
countries we ship to and you're looking to try
the ps4 slim before buying, i have a couple

of solutions. you can use amazon prime,
where you will get it shipped to your home
for free, or you can pre-order it for yourself
directly from sony, where you will get free

shipping. i'd recommend the latter. 4. if you
didnt get the question from #3, you can

send it directly to me, here, or the nyu class.
however, please wait until the end of class

on monday so you dont interrupt the
discussion. next week, i would like to finish
up with an industrial valuation of lafarge.

also, if you have any questions for the class,
you can post them on the nyu class page or
ask one of your classmates. however, your

questions should be in a tweet or in a private
message. then, both me and your

classmates can follow up with you directly.
that’s what the classroom is for, so you wont
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waste a lot of time or get “lost” in the
conversation. happy new year everyone!

that’s just a quick note to make sure you all
know that this will be my last class of the

year, and also to let you know that i will be
on recess for two weeks starting monday.
enjoy your weekends! i hope you all had a
great holiday. there are a few things that i
want to let you know about before i go on

vacation. first, i wanted to ensure that
everyone is aware that i will be on vacation
from monday 12/16/12 through january 1. i
know this might be a little early to be taking
a break, but i figure that i will have a great
amount of time off and just decided that i

should use it to spend time with my family.
5ec8ef588b
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